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FUTURE
The blue planet, our mother earth for 4.6 billion years.
The energy of life. A unique star in the planetary system of our galaxy.
Its beauty shines from every perspective we look at it from.
But our planet is steaming.
It is steaming more than in the past millennia.
No reason to give up
It is up to us how long we can preserve our world
Our way of life
Our freedom to live.
It‘s not about creating panic, it‘s about understanding.
The future starts today.
Science that creates knowledge.
To the beat of the music and its melodies.
Clear knowledge combines with reason.
The future has just started !!

LEGEND
A legend of us, a world be sailed, living high up to the great
Eight billions of lights of life to save – compounded the key,
knowledge and wisdom saves
No need to feel thwarted, be sure to carry on waves, the flames of life, every day
We´ll never surrender to this fate, inner strength caused an explosion,
a matter of behave
Sailing away in a world of fire, reeling in lane, set the track, light sigher
Hold in the healing below, and the border nearer arise,
relieve when you feeling the flow, a new sunrise
Held out life, there is the real magic stone, enter the wicker mint fly to the gate where
it all has begun
Feel the drive and calm your fingers to the bone on the way you just realize encouraging ray of hope

Ride and glide into your new life
Along the sound
Let yourself fall and begin to see
what you've already done
An evidence found, activity just have paid off,
Push all your efforts to the ground,
This life, your stamina real tough
What a pitty of to stand too long here not to go
The high tension will be used
In the overwhelming glow
In decision of foresight
Avoid jeopardy as low
In vision obvious given rights
Are firmly ever written down
Science is our way live
Research help to understand
Fitting decisions can be made
Straighten mind, to set and bend
If we´ll ever have to know
What´s the meaning of this life
Rational thinking is the key
To be free and to survive
Light, left the circle, away from the illogical
Reach the aim without stopping these days
Feel the inner tickle
Right use time to get sure to control
To Control your cradle
Glide in a real decent way, rational timetable
Held of life, there is the real magic stone…

S K Y V I E W OF S C E N E R Y
In the summertime
On a higher cloud
Life incessantly flies
To the brave and proud
All those who don‘t stand still
But want to move something real
Reaching for the stars
Turning up the core of wheels
Up there high above
Fluttering like wings, a sound
A large structure in heaven
Crystallizes out
Can you believe what you see,
Dynamic grade up to be free
Rich in new possibilities
A new form of liberty

A hum in the distance blows through us in a special way
Like an enormous storm, an unforgettable day
Should we run away or stay right here, for sure, not an
easy decision at all
Wings, full of energy , loaded in friction power, explosion
steams tall
Skyview Of Scenery, time to break free over the sea
Landscape
Dragonflies in town, Bees over the ground, pure in nature
sound, real kind of luck we´ve found
Skilled and see that it‘s never too late, to walk through
the good sense gate
Be sure there´s no time to wait, act and don‘t be afraid
Skyview Of Scenery, time to break free over the sea
Landscape

GLIDING LANE
Coming home to the place of sane – watching the sea lined in a better way
Punching high on pattern frame – out of the southern as we start to gain
We start to gain, we start to gain, out of the southern as we start to gain
Searching decrushing ice in the glass of wine – in a deeper view beside the water align
Tumbling along the path of wisodom in time - get up again on the balancing line
On the balancing line, on the balancing line, get up again on the balancing line
Dancing pilots in flight compartment of the plane –
they saw life like a kind of speed up race like a game
We‘ll take the wheel of the cockpit – steer and acting is the same
Bring it back into balance in a gliding Lane
A gliding Lane, gliding lane
A gliding Lane, gliding lane - speed up race like a game
Whipping rattle resound creaking close before the aim
All the element parts will remain intact on frames
In the long term, you can be sure, we can level it off again
Bring it back into balance in a gliding Lane
A gliding Lane, gliding lane

BRILLIANCE
Tide in time, harvest loss
Cranebird try to fly, a little horse
Lies in the hay - dreaming a dream
Where we can stay where we can be
In our mind a greater horde
May be full of wrath, may be full of love
On the long way find the key to save our land
Protect the world - life to defend
If facts are proven, who has right to judge them now
Perception deceptive, judgment is wrong, what can be done
Fire flies if we won´t see realities
Brilliance in the life of bees, indispensability of trees
Analyse real findings to treat, speed up necessary feed
Endless wearout, greed, stop right away the planet bleed
Courage and clarity sway in our hands
Straight path into sanity to understand
Potential to ignite the whole atmosphere
ON a path to live in a way to bear
Ride the entirely sky, grasp the whole land
Across the town, a higher sense
On velvet ground of growing plants
To see to know to appreciate
If facts are proven, who has right
To judge them now
Perception deceptive,
Judgment is wrong
What can be done
Fire flies if we won´t see realities
Brilliance in the life of bees,
Indispensability of trees
Analyse real findings to treat
Speed up necessary feed
Endless wearout, greed,
Stop right away the planet bleed

HIGH GAIN
Driving force generate slipstream,
Kind of wildly, wildly
Smoothness surround us
In a special way seems so lovely, lovely
And when you´re belong to the wise
Dawn of the mankind
They seems get back their minds
And when your heart is wild
When you´re riding high back on track
On the speed way, feel the breeze sail
Exciting days in springtime here
On the first may, in sunrays
And when you´re enter the glide
Where you can feel our tides
River flooded high
Where you´ll can
sense the meaning of
Human rights
Girls on the seventh day of here
On writing, why
Letter to heaven
In reliance in life
Held off of watching
With a heal, of what mint dry
Can you breathing
In a silking lightline

Out of the heaven
Back to earth
In future life
Ride on
The powerful impulse of rise
Savor a knowledge
Of this unified
Good looking vibe
Here at this place
Where we all will feel alive
Water sources at the tipping point
Global rethink, resync
Give away, throw away
Waste, to go astray, breathing
And when you´re belong to the wise
Dawn of the mankind
They seems get back their minds
And when your heart is wild
In these times we steer
On progressive pier
Straight to nowhere, all years
Just try to arrange, before waterline
Sweep away main path of realign
And when you´re enter the glide
Where you can feel our tides
River flooded high
Where you´ll can sense
The meaning of
Human rights
Girls on the seventh day of here
On writing, why…

POWERDRIVE
And when your rode over fields, we´ve a haven
And we´re faster than the light
A season is out, to going
To take you to real life
What mint dry, foreign lands
Being wining sands
Trees in grow, till you know
An everlasting dance
Here on your hands a tireless struggle beat fire
And your fence willing to defend
There is a run for the one be over
And your right beat protect the world
Watch men fought in a gliding day
The cranebirds sails away
Save your grasp, Our guardians straight
Are singing in the gale
Powerdrive, Powerdrive, lift you up to fly
Will surive, lighting world, pushback all high tides
All these lands, fought against firestorms
Can they breath in life
Time to take the wheel, course straight
Out of these glimmering lines
Listen to me my dear son, my dear daughter
There was once a world acutely dying
We´ll have the technologie enlightenment
Like the first plane take to flying
Set and start possibilities, tear own barriers of leaves
On the run, fallacy undone take the storm by breeze

FIREBIRD
Let me tell you a true story of the light
Faster the everlasting impulse to another side
Ready here to stay, willing here enhance
An inspired fantastic flight
We´ll shift into an even higher gear
Rumbling through the sky
Riding waves, it´s a high boost in airflow
Sailing on airstream, we´ll know
It´s the right way, straight to go
Now you feel how the glow burns in your soul
Along your wings, speed up the flight
To horizon, high to goal
Let me fell with you deep into the blue in sight
Push forward from the back behind
Storm over the highest climb
Smash green into the grey
Living time defend an insightful airy trip to life
Straight up into the heaven
Rumbling through the sky
Riding waves, it´s a high boost in airflow
Sailing on airstream, we´ll know
It´s the right way, straight to go
Now you feel how the glow burns in your soul
Along your wings, speed up the flight
To horizon, high to goal

Gliding behave, it´s tumbling in the blow
Save the years, the knowledge hall
Carry on the high sky roll
Flash your rays on the planet earth
We know, plants sense faster
Than we thought, all the years
We‘ve persistent fought
Firebird fly, firebird fly, firebird light your pride just be my guide
Firebird light, firebird light, firebird push aside the clouds by dive
Firebird fly, firebird fly, firebird flap your wings, wing beat to survive
Firebird light, firebird light , firebird burn this clouds away for life
Gliding behave, it´s tumbling in the blow
Save the years, the knowledge hall
Carry on the high sky roll
Flash your rays on the planet earth, we know
Plants sense faster than we thought
All the years we‘ve persistent fought
Riding waves, it´s a high boost in airflow
Sailing on airstream, we´ll know
It´s the right way, straight to go
Now you feel how the glow burns in your soul, along your wings,
speed up the flight to horizon, high to goal
Let us shout out loud :
Farewell, to species extinction plight , vanishing biodiversity
To air pollution liberty, to melting polar ice
To the tipping points in sight, reduction of green spaces of earth
To collapse of boreal forests don‘t let
Oxygen be tight
Gliding behave, it´s tumbling in the blow, save the years,
The knowledge hall, carry on the high sky roll
Flash your rays on the planet earth, we know, plants sense faster than
we thought, all the years we‘ve persistent fought
Firebird…
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